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INTRODUCTION
MULTIFAT is a simple, robust and easy-to-use tool to evaluate the fatigue life of any stress sequence.
This Quick Tutorial explains how to use MULTIFAT

For a more extended comprehension, see the complete User Guide and the Theory Manual
The MULTIFAT Team is glad to take into consideration the Users opinions and suggestions to make the Tool evolving.
Do not hesitate to contact us via the MULTIFAT website
www.multiaxialfatigue.com

The commitment of the MULTIFAT Team is to improve the software by offering it at a very low-cost, simply via a
subscription through the MULTIFAT Patreon page
A heartfelt thanks to all those who want to support our project!
https://www.patreon.com/multifat
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The following three files need to be in the same directory. This is not necessarily the same as the working directory
• multifat.exe

binary solver file provided by MULTIFAT Team

• multifat.lic

binary license file provided by MULTIFAT Team

• multifat.inp

text input file written by the User

PROJECT NAME
The text file multifat.inp contains only the name of the working directory and of the project (chosen by the user)

It must be in the following format:

Working directory
Project name, defined by the User
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Two types of analysis are available in MULTIFAT:

1) Stress sequence
A single sequence of values of the stress tensor is given as input. MULTIFAT calculates its fatigue damage and thus the life repeats
until failure

2) Stress linear combination
The stress tensor calculated at a given set of nodes and for a number of Unit Fatigue Load Cases is given as input, as well as a
sequence in terms of linear combination of the same fatigue load cases.
MULTIFAT calculates for each node the fatigue damage, and thus the life repeats, of the so-defined sequence.

In the following, the commands specifically concerning only one of the two types of analysis are marked with
Stress sequence
or

Stress linear combination
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In the working directory the following files are the input created by the User
• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp

General input data for the fatigue analysis

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sig

Stress time history
Used in case of stress-sequence analysis

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cmb

Stress sequence

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds

Stress at nodes for each unit fatigue loadcase and
coefficients of their linear combination.
Used in case of stress linear combination analysis

• NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.mtr

Material properties file for multiple materials analyses

Stress linear combination

where NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT is the name defined by the User (fatica in the example here below)
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GENERAL INPUT DATA

The text file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp contains the basic data to perform the fatigue analysis. It must be in the working directory.
See the USER GUIDE for a detailed explanation of all the parameters

NOTE: In this document, the I/O
data and format can variate
depending on the version !
See the User Manual for the
most up-to-date definition
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Stress sequence

STRESS INPUT DATA
The text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sig contains the 6 components of the stress-tensor time history, in the following format. This
file must be in the working directory.

sxx

syy

szz

txy

tyz

txz

separator between stress values can
be TAB, COMMA or SPACE indifferently
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Stress linear combination

NODAL STRESS INPUT DATA

The text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds contains the 6 components of the stress-tensor for each node and for each unit fatigue load case, in the
following format. This file must be in the working directory.
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REMARK ON THE DATA FORMAT
Since the separators between the input data can be any among TAB, COMMA or SPACE, the numerical input in all MULTIFAT input files can be
easily copied and pasted manually, for example from MS-Excel, as illustrated here below, without any need of reformatting the data.
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Stress linear combination

LINEAR COMBINATION COEFFICIENTS INPUT DATA
The text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cmb contains the sequence of the stress history given in terms of coefficients that, for each line, define the linear
combination to be applied to the Unit Fatigue Load Cases defined in the NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds file. This file must be in the working directory.
t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4
t=5

For example: if NLC = 9, these 9 coefficients give
the linear combination of the 9 Unit Fatigue Load
Cases at the 6th instant of the time-history

t=6
…
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Stress linear combination

THE MATERIAL FILE .mtr

This kind of input applies only for “Stress linear combination analysis”. The Material ID for each calculated node is indicated in the second column of the
NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.nds file, see above. In the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.mtr the Material ID appears then together with all the data for this material:
the meaning is illustrated here below

The material properties parameters have the following meaning:
MID
fty
E
ftu
A%
SNid
p1
p2
p3
p4
SMexp
SMid
SmMAX

Material ID
yielding stress
Young's modulus
ultimate tensile stress
total elongation at ftu, in %
S-N curve Palmgren (1) or Weibull (2)
S-N curve parameter :
L1 for Palmgren,
S-N curve parameter :
p for Palmgren,
S-N curve parameter :
C for Palmgren,
S-N curve parameter :
EndLim for Palmgren,
Goodman exponent in the mean-stress correction
Goodman method in the mean-stress correction
Static Max in the mean-stress correction

sainf for Weibull
sasup for Weibull
alfaw for Weibull
betaw for Weibull
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Run MULTIFAT
multifat.exe can be run as command line from Windows Command Prompt or by double-clicking the multifat.exe icon in
Windows

In case of multifat.exe is run by double-clicking the Windows icon, some messages, if any, like for example runtime
errors information or unexpected stop, that would be printed at the screen if using the Windows Command Prompt,
are written in a file named multifat.adv
For example:
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SUMMARY OUTPUT DATA
A summary of some basic output information/data is given already when MULTIFAT is run from the Windows Command Prompt

The same output is written also in the working directory, in
the file: NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sum

NOTE: The output data and format can
variate depending on the version !
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Stress sequence

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc OUTPUT file
A text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc is written as output. Its columns of data for each of the generated cycles are:

Column 1

sm = mean stress of the cycle

Column 2

sa = stress-amplitude of the cycle

Column 3

DMG = damage of the cycle

Column 4

Static Failure: indicates if static failure occurred in the cycle analysis, and which type (see User Manual)

sm

sa

DMG

Static Failure
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Stress sequence

For a Stress sequence analysis, if the elasto-plastic correction is performed, a text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sep is written as
output.
Its columns are the six stress-components calculated after performing the elasto-plastic correction.
The stress components are given in the following order (same as the already illustrated file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp)

s

XX

s

YY

s

ZZ

t

XY

t

YZ

t

XZ
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Stress linear combination
NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.ndd OUTPUT file

A text file named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.ndd is written as output. Its columns of data for each of the generated cycles
are:
Column 1
Node id
Column 2
DMG = total damage at the node
Column 3
LIFE = fatigue life at the node in terms of repeats of the time history
Column 4
Static Failure: indicates if static failure occurred for this node and which type (see User Manual)

Nd

DMG

LIFE

Static Failure
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Stress linear combination

NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc and NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sep OUTPUT files
The two text files named NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.cyc and NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.sep already described above for the Stress
sequence analysis, can be written as output also for Stress linear combination analysis, but only for one specified node.
The id. of the node appears in the file NAME_OF_THE_PROJECT.inp as shown here below

Node number for a detailed output
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Specific Users requests
MULTIFAT can be adapted on demand to particular needs of a Customer, for example in terms of input and output specific
format, usage of proprietary fatigue-data or standards,

MULTIFAT

The MULTIFAT Team is glad to take into consideration all Users opinions and suggestions to make the Tool evolving.
Do not hesitate to contact us via the MULTIFAT website www.multiaxialfatigue.com
MULTIFAT is also on the YouTube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVt4RaDmjH-QU-1ix22O0hg
The MULTIFAT project is subject to continuous improvement and is constantly evolving, while being kept anyway at a very
low cost. A heartfelt thanks ♥ to all those who want to support this project through our PATREON page
https://www.patreon.com/multifat
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